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Wolf Village is a large Fremont site located approximately six miles
south of Utah Lake, and nearly a mile and a half south of the town of
Goshen, Utah. Between 2009 and 2013, Brigham Young University
field schools excavated all or part of nine structures there, including a
large (80 m2) communal pit structure that has tunnels entering it from
two sides. Other structures include six smaller pit houses and two
adobe-walled surface houses. Radiocarbon dates place the structures
in A.D. 1000s or early 1100s. In the years of excavation, large artifact
assemblages were recovered, including 99,466 pieces of lithic
debitage (with 1,313 pieces being obsidian tool stone), 875 projectile
points, and around 1,300 other formal stone tools. While much is
known about the Fremont procurement of obsidian in Utah, the last
decade has generated an abundance of new information regarding
distribution of obsidian from archaeological sites in the Southern Utah
Valley that need to be pursued. Over the last four decades, the
evolution of obsidian distribution models has been ever changing with
the rise of new research. These theories and trade models began with
the idea of procurement via direct access, to a fall off pattern from the
original source, then onto trade, and down-the-line exchange.

I began this research by analyzing the 1,313 pieces of obsidian
debitage sourced with an X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) machine at the
MURR archaeometry lab at the University of Missouri. Results for
each obsidian sample were compared to 37 well characterized and
calibrated obsidian sources to determine the origin of the obsidian.
After sourcing each piece, the obsidian was sorted, and the
presence of cortex then counted and recorded. Measurements
were also taken in order to distinguish a pattern in the obsidian.
Measurements were taken of the length, width and thickness of
every piece of obsidian debitage in order to determine the size of
the flake. Which would in turn, allow us to also estimate the
obsidians approximate size.

• The XRF analysis of the 1,313 pieces of obsidian from Wolf Village
indicates that most of the obsidian came from two Utah sources:
Black Rock and Topaz Mountain, with the majority of the obsidian
originating from Topaz Mountain.
• The presence or absence of cortex, and the shape of pieces with
cortex, shows that procurement was different for the two sources.
• Cortex is present on approximately 24% of the total obsidian.
Cortex was most common on artifacts from the Topaz Mountain and
Black Rock sources; however, cortex on Topaz Mountain artifacts is
much more common than on artifacts from Black Rock. In fact, 14%
of the total amount of obsidian from Topaz had cortex. Whereas,
Black Rock only had 8% of the total number of obsidian debitage
with cortex still on it. This indicates that there is a greater amount of
reduction of cortex happening at the obsidian fields of Black Rock
than Topaz Mountain.
• Many flakes from Topaz were also strongly curved with many
thicker pieces as well as predictively small, thin, and round pieces,
while most pieces of Black Rock obsidian debitage were mostly flat.
This shows that Topaz Mountain obsidian was brought to Wolf
Village as small nodules, while Black Rock obsidian came to the
site in the form of large flakes or bifaces.

Distribution map showing the comparing sites, as well as the corresponding
percentages by the obsidian’s source. Arrow thickness indicates higher percentage.
This map indicates that the majority of obsidian in the Southern Utah Valley is coming
from Topaz Mountain, (Map adapted from Scott Ure’s original map, 2018).

Conclusions
The XRF data indicated that obsidian originated from Malad, Idaho, Mineral
Mountains, Bear Gulch, Browns Bench, Black Rock and Topaz Mountain. 655 pieces
of obsidian were from Topaz Mountain, which comprised 49.9 % of the obsidian.
Moreover, 553 pieces originated from the Black Rock obsidian source, comprising
42% of the obsidian total (Figure by author and Jim Allison, 2018).
Black Rock obsidian blanks found at the
Black Rock obsidian fields in Utah (photo
by UOA, 2018)

Topaz Mountain obsidian nodules (Photo
by Nelson School, 2013)

Comparison
I then compared the Wolf Village results to other surrounding Fremont
sites dating around the time that Wolf Village was inhabited. This
comparison included contrasting the Wolf Village obsidian totals to
those of other areas of the Utah Valley at Hinckley Mounds, Woodard
Mound, and Salt Lake Valley, specifically, the Salt Lake Airport site. I
did this in order to understand if the obsidian distribution patterns were
relatively similar to those of Wolf Village.

Map depicting the location of Wolf Village in conjunction to Utah Lake, modern cities,
as well as provinces and other geographical features (Map adapted from Scott Ure’s
original map, 2018)

Objectives
In order to further understand the Fremont living in Wolf Village, I
seek to answer these research questions:
• Where were the residents of Wolf Village obtaining all of their
obsidian?
• Were the residents of Wolf Village participating in down-the-line
exchange, or some form of trade for all obsidian, or where they
going to the source themselves and participating in embedded
procurement in their society?
• Is the procurement of obsidian at Wolf Village consistent with
prior assumptions regarding trade and exchange in Utah Valley?

Excavation of structure 2, the large 80 square meter communal structure at Wolf
Village (Photo by Jim Allison Field School 2013).
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The evidence from the comparative analysis shows that the majority of
obsidian in the Southern Utah valley is coming from Topaz Mountain,
likely through embedded procurement—or multitasking while hunting
wild game; whereas the remainder of obsidian is occurring through
trade or down-the-line exchange.
I argue that Topaz Mountain obsidian was likely picked up as small
nodules by Wolf Village residents while in hunting deer, antelope, or
other small game in the west desert south of modern day Vernon,
Utah. Black Rock obsidian, in contrast, was obtained through
exchange with people living to the south.

The measurement results indicate that a large cluster of obsidian debitage is found
approximately between 6 and 9mm in thickness and 20 to 27 mm in length and width .
This graph shows that the Fremont may have found a way to shape smaller nodules
of obsidian, and manipulate the stone to fit their needs (Figure by author and Jim
Allison, 2018).
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The results indicate that the obsidian from Wolf Village came from two
Utah sources: Black Rock and Topaz Mountain. The majority of the
obsidian originating from Topaz Mountain. The presence or absence of
cortex, and the shape of pieces with cortex, shows that procurement
was different for the two sources. Cortex on Topaz Mountain artifacts
is much more common than on artifacts from Black Rock. Many flakes
from Topaz were also strongly curved with many thicker, as well as
predictively small, thin, and round pieces; whereas, most pieces of
Black Rock obsidian debitage were mostly flat. This shows that Topaz
Mountain obsidian was brought to Wolf Village as small nodules, while
Black Rock obsidian came to the site in the form of large flakes or
bifaces.
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